


AFC Wimbledon Our delegation

• Joe Palmer, Chief Executive Officer, AFC Wimbledon

• Xavier Wiggins, Co-chair of the Dons Trust

• Niall Couper, Board member of the Dons Trust



Ownership Our structure

• The Dons Trust owns 83% of AFC Wimbledon Ltd

• There are 4,176 members Dons Trust members

• The Dons Trust Board is the governing body of the club. 

• There are nine members of the Dons Trust – each serves for a two-

year team (with half elected each year)

• Five members of the Dons Trust Board sit on the nine-strong PLC 

Board which runs day-to-day matters. The other members include: 

the Chief Executive and minority shareholder Nick Robertson



Ownership Recommendations

• Football needs new governance structure that enables fans-owned club to 

thrive without losing control and make it more attractive to investors & fans

• Tax breaks and incentives introduced to encourage and incentivise clubs 

to be more sustainable and to attract minority shareholders to invest in 

fans-run clubs

• All fan directors should receive greater training on how to run a football 

club

• Develop a licensing system to protect key assets





Licensing Protecting football

Football is about the heritage and traditions of a community. This must 

be respected and protected

• Bury

• Cardiff City

• Coventry City

• Hull City

• Macclesfield

• Whyteleafe

And of course AFC Wimbledon



Licensing The Crown Jewels

What makes a club unique

• Name

• Nickname

• Badge

• Club colours

• Location

• Ground

• History



Licensing Recommendations

A club only has the right to play in professional football in England and 

Wales ‘a license’ if:

• All ‘Crown Jewels’ are held by a single club entity

• They agree to abide by a centrally defined list of restricted actions

The process

• Any change to crown jewels or ‘restricted action’ must be submitted 

to an independent regulator

• If there is a valid case then must be approved by a recognised fans 

body

• If no such body exists then the change will be denied

To ensure speed the regulator needs to be properly funded and staffed





Community

• AFC Wimbledon is A Fans Club. We broke the myth that fans can’t 

run football clubs

• It is not just a tag line, it should be the way football is run

• Research by Fan Experience Company, and by the Fan 

Engagement Index shows that by involving your fans you increase 

not only your fanbase but your long-term sustainability

• AFC Wimbledon endeavours to involve its communities in everything 

we do



Community Donsmakers

AFC Wimbledon is not like other clubs, many of whom treat their fans 

as mere customers. We are a unique club. We are A Fans' Club.

Each one of our fans has a network of friends with unique skillsets. 

This year we created Donsmakers to fully utilise this pool

Donsmakers now has 654 registered volunteers. This includes:

• 37 IT specialists 

• 17 football coaches

• 15 safeguarding experts

• 11 lawyers

• 6 sports psychologists



Community Dons Local Action Group

In response to the global pandemic, Wimbledon fans set up an action 

group to help the local community. It has now won several awards and 

is now part of the club’s Football Foundation fighting the effects of 

poverty

• 2000 volunteers (over 120 active every day)

• 160,000 one-week food boxes (3.36m meals)

• 2,000 repurposed laptops and tablets (equivalent to £477,500 of 

funding)

• 250 households supplied with furniture and electrical appliances

• 100+ aid agencies now working with us



Community Recommendations

Engaging fans and working in the community delivers sustainability 

and helps the long-term security of our clubs, it needs to be 

encouraged

• Community work and fan engagement should be a key part of a new 

sustainability index

• Tax breaks for fan engagement and community work

• Extra funding made available to fund this work





Wider Game Financial sustainability

• Short term reset needed – squad salary cap

• Salary controls with teeth on percent of revenue and point deduction

• Compulsory relegation clauses in all player contracts

• Abolish the football creditors’ rule

• Reward clubs that run themselves within their means



Wider Game Independent regulation

• Independent of current structures of the game – including the FA

• Given powers to reshape structures, enforce rulings and prevent 

misconduct

• Run a new powerful and independent Owners and Directors’ Test

• Run a new licensing system, which protects the club’s ‘Crown 

Jewels’



Wider Game Parachute payments

• Parachute Payments redistributed

• Creating a pot from PL TV revenue to reward sustainable clubs to 

invest in infrastructure – maintain a fair playing field

• The rest to be redistributed in a transparent and equitable way to 

club’s that pass a new ‘sustainability index’ that rewards and 

encourages good governance and good practice, similar to the UK 

Sport’s “Code for Governance”

https://www.uksport.gov.uk/resources/governance-code




Wider Game New sustainability Index

Only clubs that pass the index are eligible for funding from the new 

‘central pot’

Must pass all four elements of the index

• 1) Financial Sustainability: all clubs to provide consistent real-time 

financial data, allowing problem clubs to be dealt with promptly, 

rather than retrospectively. Any club that spends more than 70% of 

its revenue on players’ wages is an automatic fail

• 2) Ethical governance (including transparency): all clubs to be 

scored on new sports governance criteria; only clubs that get above 

a certain mark pass



Wider Game New sustainability Index

• 3) Community and fan engagement: Only clubs that get above a 

certain mark pass. 

• 4) Equality Standards: A new robust auditing process will be put in 

place focussing on outcomes; failure to pass will mean failure to 

pass Sustainability index, meaning equality standards become more 

than a tick box exercise.

The cost for running the index and operating should be met by the 

regulator and not by clubs themselves




